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AQ01

Aqua Vault Outdoor Safe

Aqua Vault Outdoor Safe protects your valuables when you are in any public area where you
are relaxing in the sun. Attaches to your pool chair or any tubular support with a combination
lock. It will safely store your keys, money, cell phone, etc.
Use o your golf cart, boat, bicycle, folding chair or even kid's stroller to store and protect.
Made of high impact plactic with combination lock.
5.25" x 4.12" x 9" compartment for valuables

AV24SS

Shower Sandal Footscrubber - Blue

No bending or stretching with the Shower Sandal footscrubber. Simply affix it to the tub or
shower floor, wet it, apply some liquid soap, and rub your foot back and forth for a thorough,
refreshing foot wash. Your feet will feel clean and refreshed!
Cleans the top and bottom of foot at the same time with a single sliding motion.
Two bristle types with different stiffness levels for thorough cleaning of your entire foot.
Avoid health problems due to diabetes with improved foot cleanliness

BKH-BRAGL

Bra Angel Fastening Aid

The Bra-Angel assists women with mild-to-moderate upper limb restrictions or limited hand
dexterity due to arthritis to fasten their bra independently. It assists women who find it very
difficult to bring both ends of a bra together.
The bra-angel holds one end of your bra in the hook at the end of the adjustable arm
The bra-angel hangs around your neck and is held steady by placing your chin against
the heart-shape pad
With the bra-angel in-place and one end of the bra attached to the hook, you can easily
pull the other around your back and clasp the bra hooks
The bra-angel "gives you a hand" when you need extra help with personal dressing
problems!

BKH-CEWIP01

Compact Folding Easywipe Toilet Aid

Foldable toilet aid assists when reaching is difficult and travels discretely with you. Smooth,
ergonomic & 15" long; holds toilet paper and releases without touching for sanitary disposal.
Folds into plastic case for easy, discrete travel. Latex-free.
Built-in mechanism grips toilet paper firmly.
Curved, 15 inch long design reaches and wipes where you can't.
No need to touch tissue after use; simply push the button and the tissue is released for
sanitary disposal.
Folds to half its size and comes with a hard plastic case.
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BKH-CHAND

Cool Hand Hot Dish Holder

Now heated plates can be carried safely direct from the microwave. Ideal for those with
arthritis and limited hand dexterity, the cool hand uses the power of leverage to lift plates so
that the entire hand takes the weight, not just the fingers.
Non-slip soft grip.
Easy to keep clean with no dirt traps.
One size fits most plates.
Light, strong and durable.

BKHEWIPE02

Easywipe Toilet Aid

The easywipe is a 15 inch long toileting aid that reaches and clean when pain or mobility
limitations make cleaning difficult. The easywipe holds toilet paper in a flexible ergonomically
designed head which releases the tissue after use without touching.
Flexible head holds toilet tissue or pre-moistened wipes
Curved, 15 inch long design reaches and wipes where you can't
No need to touch tissue after use; simply push the button and the tissue is released
Simple-to-use and easy-to-clean

BKH-FE30P

Foldeasy Toilet Safety Frame, MARK III

Provides safe support for people who need help getting on and off the toilet. No need to
modify your bathroom or toilet; free-standing, portable, adjustable & foldable for storage or
travel. Ergonomically designed for ease of use and personal safety.
Folds for easy storage and portable for travel; take it wherever you need it. Easy to
remove for people who don't need it and re-installed for people who do. Height
adjustable from 26.75" to 34.75" from floor to top of arms. Weight capacity is 350 lbs.
Padded arm rests designed to aid the user to sit and stand with greater ease and
comfort. Suction cup style grooved rubber feet for greating gripping power in order to
avoid any unit movement.
No assembly; free-standing frame snaps into postion in seconds, ready to fit around your
toilet with back bar in front of water tank. The folding single piece footplate sits flush to
the floor so the weight of the user provides added security.
Foldeasy has a small footprint. Overall width is 23" and the overall front to back
dimension is 25" (back bar to front of foot plate). Height adjustable 26.75" to 34.75"
(floor to top of arm).
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BKH-FEBAG

Foldeasy Toilet Safety Frame Travel Bag

The ideal travel carrying bag, specifically designed to protect your Foldeasy when being
transported. This travel bag is made from a durable canvas type material with VELCRO® brand
fasteners and shoulder straps.
VELCRO® brand fasteners with roomy shoulder straps for comfortable support while
carrying your Foldeasy.
The travel bag dimensions are 27-1/2"L x 24-1/2"H x 4-1/4"W

CBE11151

Bed Made EZ® Mattress Lifter

Lift mattresses safely with a minimum of effort! Insert the Bed MadeEZ® under the mattress
and lift. The broad base stops tipping and the length assures lifting with minimum physical
effort. Once lifted, allows mattress to rest in raised position.
The Bed MadeEZ® mattress lifter is a safety tool that alleviates strain to the back, neck
and shoulders.
Ergonomic rubber handle allows multiple gripping positions and durable, smooth
polypropylene material for easy glide.
Height permits tucking of multiple sheets, blankets, and duvets.
I-Beam design withstands weights of +250lbs. Narrow nose can be used for tucking

CCK25488

Create A King® Bed Doubler

The safe solution to comfortably join twin beds to make a comfortable king at a moments
notice! Poly sheepskin softly pads area where beds join. Strong belt holds beds together with
a strong snap-shut buckle. Washable and non allergenic.
Strong 2" belts keep mattresses safely together. Buckles together for quick and easy set
up/removal. Belts snap onto sheepskin for 75"-80" long twin mattresses.
Use with daybeds or two twin beds.

CT501-18RC

Mobility Assist 18" Chair, Cherry with Matching Vinyl Covered Se

Stylish wooden chair with the Royal-EZ mobility assist provides caregivers with the ability to
easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Press the lever and engage wheels to move
the person a short distance; such as, into and away from a table.
The Royal-EZ engages front wheels by depressing a foot lever while standing behind the
chair. With the foot lever depressed, the chair is lifted on four wheels for easy movement.
The chair normally seats firmly on the floor when the wheels are not engaged.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use to move a person a short distance or
reposition them. Great for dining room, kitchen or living room.
Please note that the wheels do not lock in place. The wheels stay engaged only when the
lever is manually depressed.
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CT501-18RM

Mobility Assist 18" Chair, Mahogany with Matching Vinyl Covere

Stylish wooden chair with the Royal-EZ mobility assist provides caregivers with the ability to
easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Press the lever and engage wheels to move
the person a short distance; such as, into and away from a table.
The Royal-EZ engages front wheels by depressing a foot lever while standing behind the
chair. With the foot lever depressed, the chair is lifted on four wheels for easy movement.
The chair normally seats firmly on the floor when the wheels are not engaged.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use to move a person a short distance or
reposition them. Great for dining room, kitchen or living room.
Please note that the wheels do not lock in place. The wheels stay engaged only when the
lever is manually depressed.

CT501-18RN

Mobility Assist 18" Chair, Natural with Matching Vinyl Covered S

Stylish wooden chair with the Royal-EZ mobility assist provides caregivers with the ability to
easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Press the lever and engage wheels to move
the person a short distance; such as, into and away from a table.
The Royal-EZ engages front wheels by depressing a foot lever while standing behind the
chair. With the foot lever depressed, the chair is lifted on four wheels for easy movement.
The chair normally seats firmly on the floor when the wheels are not engaged.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use to move a person a short distance or
reposition them. Great for dining room, kitchen or living room.
Please note that the wheels do not lock in place. The wheels stay engaged only when the
lever is manually depressed.

CT801-20R

Mobility Assist 20" Chair, Armless Metal Frame with Matching Vi

Armless metal frame chair with Royal-EZ mobility assist provides caregivers with the ability to
easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Press the lever and engage wheels to move
the person a short distance; such as, into and away from a table.
The Royal-EZ engages front wheels by depressing a foot lever while standing behind the
chair. With the foot lever depressed, the chair is lifted on four wheels for easy movement.
The chair normally seats firmly on the floor when the wheels are not engaged.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use to move a person a short distance or
reposition them. Great for dining room, kitchen or living room.
Please note that the wheels do not lock in place. The wheels stay engaged only when the
lever is manually depressed.
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CT841-20R

Mobility Assist 20" Chair, Armed Metal Frame with Matching Vin

Armed metal frame chair with Royal-EZ mobility assist provides caregivers with the ability to
easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Press the lever and engage wheels to move
the person a short distance; such as, into and away from a table.
The Royal-EZ engages front wheels by depressing a foot lever while standing behind the
chair. With the foot lever depressed, the chair is lifted on four wheels for easy movement.
The chair normally seats firmly on the floor when the wheels are not engaged.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use to move a person a short distance or
reposition them. Great for dining room, kitchen or living room.
Please note that the wheels do not lock in place. The wheels stay engaged only when the
lever is manually depressed.

CT841-22BAR

Bariatric Mobility Assist 22" Metal Armchair with Matching Vinyl

Stylish 22" bariatric metal armchair with mobility assist provides caregivers with the ability to
easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Just press the lever and engage wheels to
move a person. So easy even a child can do it!
This chair is on wheels for easy movement while standing behind the chair. Wheel locks
prevent unintended movement.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use; great for dining room, kitchen or living
room. For instance, moving a person into and away from a table.
Chair comes in Black with matching vinyl covered seat cushion. Seat cushion size: 20" x
17" x 3" deep.
Weight Capacity 800lbs.

CT841-22R

Mobility Assist 22" Chair, Armed Metal Frame with Matching Vin

Stylish armed 22" metal chair with the Royal-EZ mobility assist provides caregivers with the
ability to easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Just press the lever and engage
wheels to move a person. So easy even a child can do it!
The Royal-EZ engages front wheels by depressing a foot lever while standing behind the
chair. With the foot lever depressed, the chair is lifted on four wheels for easy movement.
The chair normally seats firmly on the floor when the wheels are not engaged.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use; great for dining room, kitchen or living
room. For instance, moving a person into and away from a table.
Chair comes in Black with matching vinyl covered seat cushion. Seat cushion size: 20" x
17" x 3" deep.
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DB01R

Drink Buddy Stability Aid

The World's first mobile cup holder. No more spills. Great for outdoor, dinner table, poolside,
etc. Red color good for disabled people

Fits all standard bottles and glasses

DS3300

Port-O-Pill™

Pills and Water Anytime, Anywhere! Compact, simple and transportable. Never get caught
without water or medication again! Pill compartment in the cap and refillable container for
water. Fits in your pocket, purse or glove box.
Cap holds up to 10 pills
leak-resistant refillable container provides 1.5 oz of water for swallowing pills.
Meets FAA plane rules for carry-on liquids

DS52033

Bandage Box First Aid Organizer

Keep First-Aid items organized and ready for use. The front of the organizer has a
compartment for a tube of antibiotics and an additional compartment that holds standard
bandages. The rear compartment is ideal for wipes, pad style bandages, etc.
Fast and easy to take visual inventory so you know your stocked and ready for when you
need it.

ECT2014B

CaneTUBE® Cane Holder, Blue

For people who need both a cane and a walker, this tool free, snap-on design provides a
convenient way to carry a cane while using a walker or rollator. Holds canes, umbrellas, and
some reachers. Attaches to any round tubing 3/4" to 1-1/8".
Made of lightweight durable ABS plastic, weighs just 6oz. Vinyl coated steel gripper clips
that won't scratch the walker and hold tight. VELCRO ® brand fastener strap also
included to securely bond the CaneTUBE® to your walker or rollator.
Portable, take it off one walker or rollator and quickly put it on another.
Overall tube is 14" long with a 2" diameter and is sized to fit.
Made in USA.
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ECT2014K

CaneTUBE® Cane Holder, Black

For people who need both a cane and a walker, this tool free, snap-on design provides a
convenient way to carry a cane while using a walker or rollator. Holds canes, umbrellas, and
some reachers. Attaches to any round tubing 3/4" to 1-1/8".
Made of lightweight durable ABS plastic, weighs just 6oz. Vinyl coated steel gripper clips
that won't scratch the walker and hold tight. VELCRO ® brand fastener strap also
included to securely bond the CaneTUBE® to your walker or rollator.
Portable, take it off one walker or rollator and quickly put it on another.
Overall tube is 14" long with a 2" diameter and is sized to fit.
Made in USA.

ECT2014P

CaneTUBE® Cane Holder, Pink

For people who need both a cane and a walker, this tool free, snap-on design provides a
convenient way to carry a cane while using a walker or rollator. Holds canes, umbrellas, and
some reachers. Attaches to any round tubing 3/4" to 1-1/8".
Made of lightweight durable ABS plastic, weighs just 6oz. Vinyl coated steel gripper clips
that won't scratch the walker and hold tight. VELCRO ® brand fastener strap also
included to securely bond the CaneTUBE® to your walker or rollator.
Portable, take it off one walker or rollator and quickly put it on another.
Overall tube is 14" long with a 2" diameter and is sized to fit.
Made in USA.

ECT2014R

CaneTUBE® Cane Holder, Red

For people who need both a cane and a walker, this tool free, snap-on design provides a
convenient way to carry a cane while using a walker or rollator. Holds canes, umbrellas, and
some reachers. Attaches to any round tubing 3/4" to 1-1/8".
Made of lightweight durable ABS plastic, weighs just 6oz. Vinyl coated steel gripper clips
that won't scratch the walker and hold tight. VELCRO ® brand fastener strap also
included to securely bond the CaneTUBE® to your walker or rollator.
Portable, take it off one walker or rollator and quickly put it on another.
Overall tube is 14" long with a 2" diameter and is sized to fit.
Made in USA.

EL465828

Hair Dryer Holder, Metal w/Chrome finish

Chrome metal hair dryer holder with high performance suction cup attachment system. Holds
your hair dryer and cord in a convenient holder. High end appearance, easy to install and
remove. No tools and no holes in your wall.
Suction cup attachment holds up to 20 lbs and adheres to any smooth, non-porous
surface.
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EL465829

Hair Straightener Holder, Metal w/Chrome finish

Hold your hair straightener and cord in a convenient holder. This chrome metal hair
straightener holder has a high end appearance. It is easy to install and remove with its high
performance suction cup system.
Suction cups hold up to 20 lbs. Adheres to any non-porous surface.
Installs without tools or holes in your wall.

ENSTS500B

Anti-Tip Safe-T-Stool & Carry Basket, Blue

Safe-T-Stool has an anti-tip design that makes it impossible to tip over and with two sets of
handles, it can be used as a stool and a basket. Great for home, work or garden; use it to
safety reach high objects or turn it over and carry anything.
Wide base, rubber grooved top surface and a rubber bottom rim to prevent slipping
makes this the safest stool on the market.
Great for Home or Work; reaching or exercising. This stool is versatile. 500 lbs. weight
capacity.
Second set of handles allow you to turn it over and use it as a basket to carry anything.
Made in the USA

ENSTS500K

Anti-Tip Safe-T-Stool & Carry Basket, Black

Safe-T-Stool has an anti-tip design that makes it impossible to tip over and with two sets of
handles, it can be used as a stool and a basket. Great for home, work or garden; use it to
safety reach high objects or turn it over and carry anything.
Wide base, rubber grooved top surface and a rubber bottom rim to prevent slipping
makes this the safest stool on the market.
Great for Home or Work; reaching or exercising. This stool is versatile. 500 lbs. weight
capacity.
Second set of handles allow you to turn it over and use it as a basket to carry anything.
Made in the USA

ENSTS500R

Anti-Tip Safe-T-Stool & Carry Basket, Red

Safe-T-Stool has an anti-tip design that makes it impossible to tip over and with two sets of
handles, it can be used as a stool and a basket. Great for home, work or garden; use it to
safety reach high objects or turn it over and carry anything.
Wide base, rubber grooved top surface and a rubber bottom rim to prevent slipping
makes this the safest stool on the market.
Great for Home or Work; reaching or exercising. This stool is versatile. 500 lbs. weight
capacity.
Second set of handles allow you to turn it over and use it as a basket to carry anything.
Made in the USA
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EQL-TC10

Trabasack Curve- Lap Tray and Storage Bag

The Trabasack Curve is a wheelchair lap tray and storage bag. It is a storage bag with a firm,
flat vinyl tray on one side and a removable bean bag cushion on the other, which is designed
for comfort and safety; it molds to the contours of your lap.
Designed as a wheelchair lap tray with a zipper along the edges wo that it can open and
used as storage bag.
Comes with straps to attach to the sides of the chair and hang on the back of the chair
when not in use.
!6" x 13" tray surface for holding all kinds of items.

EU7005

Diabetic Anti-Fungal Footcream

Diabetic Anti-Fungal Footcream; Patented for Diabetic Skincare and developed with a diabetic
doctor. Softens and revitalizes dry, cracked feet. Anti-Fungal additives avoids the occurrence
of fungal infections.
Diabetic feet require extra attention. The skin should remain free of calluses and cracks
Diabetic footcream is formulated to provide the necessary moisturizers, emullients and
vitamins.
Also includes Anti-Fungal additives to avoid the occurrence of fungus infections.

EU9005

Dr. Greenfield's ChafeShield

ChafeShield is a topical antifriction cream that provides a protection barrier, which helps
prevent and relieve chapping, chafing, blisters and calluses caused by repetitve motion. Use
between legs, on feet, inside upper arms, under bras and shirts.
ChafeShield's antifriction formula provides a barrier of protection when applied to skin in
contact with protective gear, pads, bras, etc.
ChafeShield is recommended for use on skin in contact with prosthesis.
ChafeShield is a non-greasy cream that penetrates quickly, is unscented and non-staining.
Helps prevent and temporarily protects chafed, chapped, cracked or windburned skin.

EVOT

Otware Ergonomic Knife, Fork Spoon Kit

Ergonomic Knife, fork & Spoon set; ceramic Red. Strong and effective for individuals desiring
more independent living. The Otware allows gripping in any imaginable position, giving the
user maximum hand flexibility.
Reliable source of utensil comfort and control for people needing assistance.
Good for people with arthritis, diabetes, carpal tunnel, MS, Parkinson and order medical
conditions.
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GJ0701

Walker/Wheelchair Bag - Navy

These accessory bags are made of cotton-duck material with straps to secure them to the
user's walker or wheelchair. They measure 16" long and 8.25" tall with a zipper compartment
for personal items. The bag internal features a key and card holder.
Exterior pocket with an added zipper compartment
Interior key holder with an identity and credit card holder.
100% coton machine washable fabric
Securely fastens to the walker/wheelchair with two straps.

GJ0801

Fleece Poncho, S/M

This grey poncho has a soft feel and made from a heavyweight, warm fleece fabric. The
poncho measures 27" from the neckline to the hem and has a roomy front pocket.

Double stitching surrounding the notch collar and hem is one of the quality details of this
poncho.

GJ0802

Fleece Poncho, L/XL

This grey poncho has a soft feel and made from a heavyweight, warm fleece fabric. The
poncho measures 27" from the neckline to the hem and has a roomy front pocket.

Double stitching surrounding the notch collar and hem is one of the quality details of this
poncho.

GJ1110

Bath Cape, L/XL

This bath cape is a generously cut and made from luxurious, 100% cotton velour terry cloth.
Designed with mandarin collar, large arm openings, velcro closures and knee length coverage.
Perfect for after bath or shower cover up.
Made from 100% cotton velour terry cloth.
36" long from neckline to hem; 22" across the shoulders.
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GJ1111

Bath Cape, S/M

This bath cape is a generously cut and made from luxurious, 100% cotton velour terry cloth.
Designed with mandarin collar, large arm openings, velcro closures and knee length coverage.
Perfect for after bath or shower cover up.
Made from 100% cotton velour terry cloth.
36" long from neckline to hem; 22" across the shoulders.

GJ1303

Grab and Go Walker Bag

The Grab and Go Walker Bag is easy to take on and off your walker. Features an easy to grab
handle and pockets on each side.

Attaches to the walker with velcro.
Features two pockets, a large 8" x 7.5" pocket on one side and a 6.5" x 4" pocket with a
zippered compartment on the other.

GJ1402

Fleece Cape, S/M

Soft, luxurious mink fleece cape with inside pockets for wrapping yourself in soft comfort.
Great at home or when traveling, excellent warerobe addition to provide a warm, soft sense of
comfort.
27" long down the back from the neckline; 36" long down each side from the neckline.

GJ1403

Fleece Cape, L/XL

Soft, luxurious mink fleece cape with inside pockets for wrapping yourself in soft comfort.
Great at home or when traveling, excellent warerobe addition to provide a warm, soft sense of
comfort.
27" long down the back from the neckline; 36" long down each side from the neckline.
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GJ1405

Wheelchair Blanket

Our blue/grey lightweight fleece wheelchair blanket has two velcro straps on each side to
secure the blanket to the chair, a roomy front pouch pocket and velcro patch for securing
behid the legs. Measures 36" x 42".
Two velcro straps on each side to secure the blanket to the rear and side frame of the
chair.

GP-210-4

House Gutter Wedge Downspout Screen - 4 Pack

Downspouts on your home or business will be free of debris when you place the Gutter Wedge
where the downspout and the gutter meet. Allows water to flow right through, but collects
debris to keep downspouts clear. 4-pk.
Unique grid design lets water through, not leaves or debris
Simple to put together and to install
Keeps g utters flowing to avoid expensive home repairs
Made from 100% recycled plastics

GP-241-12-1

Plantopia 12" Hanging Flower Basket, Black

This innovative hanging basket helps you create impressive hanging displays with designer
quality drama. Each basket features eight openings with gates so flowers can grow from the
sides as well as the top.
Grow to bottom all the way around
Eight gated openings all around basket
Lightweight and easy to clean
Grow trailing plants or mix herbs with annuals

IL-1181-LH

LED Handheld Showerhead w/hose

Temperature sensitive LED lighted Handheld Showerhead – 3 Colors and 5 water settings
provides a luxurious and safe showering experience. Lights change from BLUE to GREEN to RED
as the temperature increases; No shock when you step in!
Provides a selection of 5 water patterns, using 3 different water zones, in addition to
providing water temperature indication with LED lights that glow through the water jets
that cover the showerhead.
Select the desired water pattern from either Rain, Massage, Aeration, Rain/Massage or
Rain/Aeration. In addition to increasing your relaxation and shower safety by knowing
the water temperature BEFORE you step in the shower.
4" diameter showerhead with chrome plated finish on a hard plastic shell; rub-clean
water jets and thumb lever to select water pattern.
LED lights work on water pressure; no batteries; comes with a 60in. Extra flexible hose.
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IL-1182-S

LED Stationary Showerhead

Temperature sensitive LED lighted Stationary Showerhead – 3 Colors and 5 water settings
provides a luxurious and safe showering experience. Lights change from BLUE to GREEN to RED
as the temperature increases; No shock when you step in!
Provides a selection of 5 water patterns, using 3 different water zones, in addition to
providing water temperature indication with LED lights that glow through the water jets
that cover the showerhead.
Select the desired water pattern from either Rain, Massage, Aeration, Rain/Massage or
Rain/Aeration. In addition to increasing your relaxation and shower safety by knowing
the water temperature BEFORE you step in the shower.
4" diameter showerhead with chrome plated finish on a hard plastic shell; rub-clean
water jets and thumb lever to select water pattern.
LED lights work on water pressure; no batteries. Lights change from BLUE to GREEN to
RED as the temperature increases; No shock when you step in!

IL-1442-C

Slimline Rainfall Combination Showerhead

Use each shower separately or both together! This shower head has a Chrome Face 8” Rainfall
Shower Head and a Chrome Face 4” Hand Shower.

5 settings that include: Power Rain, Pulsating Massage, Hydro-Mist, Rain/Mist,
Rain/Massage
3-zone Click Lever Dial with Rub-clean Jets and 3-way Water Diverter with Patented Antiswivel Nut, Angle-adjustable Overhead Bracket
5' Super Flexible Stainless Steel Hose, Conical Brass Hose Nuts for easy hand tightening
Installs in minutes, and is tool-free with easy-to-tighten joint nuts.

IL-5892-Eco

EcoSpa Showerhead with Angle/Tilt Adjust Slide Bar

Hand held showerhead with on/off switch on the showerhead that can be mounted on 24"
Shower Bar for height and angle adjustment. For added convenience, the slide bar can tilt
from wall so you can sit at the back and have the shower head within reach.
5-Function Hand-Held Showerhead.
Hand-Held Shower Bracket an be raised, lowered or angled along 24" shower bar.
Slider bar tilts, if desired, away from wall so that the showerhead can be convenient to
seated bather.
Hand-Held showerhead has pause switch for convenient reachable control
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IL-5919-22

Hotel Spa Multi Shower Slide Bar

Multi Showerhead with hand held that can be mounted on 22" Shower Bar for height and
angle adjustment. Three water zones and 5 water patterns create multiple water sensations. 3way water switch directs water to either or both showerheads.
Height/Angle Adjustable Multi-Shower with hand held showerhead. Hold free or mount
on 22" shower bar for maximum height adjustment.
Instant connect dual shower mount on any shower outlet
3-way water switch directs water to either or both showerheads.
5-function shower head: choose from 10 single and 15 combination flow pattern.

IL-5937-HS5

HotelSpa Multi Showerhead w/Hand-Held

Combo stationary & hand-held Showerhead provides a relaxing shower with 3-way multishower flexibility, featuring 5 functions including rain, massage, mist, rain/massage and
rain/mist. Enjoy swivel showerhead, hand shower or both.
3-way multi shower head system. Use either or both showerheads
3 water zones and Five water functions on each showerhead.
60 inch stainless steel extra flexible hand-held shower hose
Installs in minutes without tools

IL-7522-D7

DreamSpa Multi Showerhead w/Hand-Held

Combo stationary & hand-held Showerhead provides a relaxing shower with 3-way multishower flexibility, featuring 7 functions including rain, massage, mist and water saving pause
mode. Enjoy swivel showerhead, hand shower or both.
Water switch directs water to either or both showerheads.
Adjustable angle mount for hand-held showerhead and swival stationary head allows
maximum position flexibility.
60" extra-flexible stainless steel hand-held shower hose.
Installs in minutes without tools; remove old showerhead and easily attache new system.

IL-7544-D7

DreamSpa Multi Showerhead Slide Bar

Multi Showerhead with hand held that can be mounted on 18" Shower Bar for height and
angle adjustment. Three water zones and 7 water patterns create multiple water sensations. 3way water switch directs water to either or both showerheads.
Instant connect Dual Shower mount attaches to any shower outlet without tools
3 way water switch directs water to either or both showerheads.
7 water functions on each showerhead for multiple water patterns
60" long stainless steel extra flexible hose for hand-held showerhead.
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IL-8818-RS

HotelSpa Rainfall Showerhead

Enjoy luxurious Rainfall Shower with the HotelSpa Rainfall Showerhead. An 8" diameter
showerhead with 90 waterjets provides a pampered showering experience. Two adjustable
joints on a 12" extension arm allow a 24" range of showerhead height movement.
Drenching Rainfall Shower plus Convenience and Versatility.
Showerhead angle adjustment and a 24" height adjustment.
Installs in Minutes without tools.

ISA25830CAMLG

Isotoner Open-Finger Gloves-LG

Designed with Certified Hand Therapists & evaluated with individuals who suffer from chronic
arthritis of the hands as well as post surgical patients experiencing hand swelling and other
hand related injuries. Also good for repetitive motion issues.
All seams designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb.
Open cuff for easy on, easy off
Open fingers for active hands.
Lightweight spandex provides even compression throughout the hand to control swelling

ISA25830CAMMD

Isotoner Open-Finger Gloves- Med

Designed with Certified Hand Therapists & evaluated with individuals who suffer from chronic
arthritis of the hands as well as post surgical patients experiencing hand swelling and other
hand related injuries. Also good for repetitive motion issues.
All seams designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb.
Open cuff for easy on, easy off
Open fingers for active hands.
Lightweight spandex provides even compression throughout the hand to control swelling

ISA25830CAMSM

Isotoner Open-Finger Gloves - Small

Designed with Certified Hand Therapists & evaluated with individuals who suffer from chronic
arthritis of the hands as well as post surgical patients experiencing hand swelling and other
hand related injuries. Also good for repetitive motion issues.
All seams designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb.
Open cuff for easy on, easy off
All seams are designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb. In addition,
the seams are on the outside of the glove at avoid any pressure points. This is a
therapeutic glove.
Lightweight spandex provides even compression throughout the hand to control swelling
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ISA25831FULLG

Isotoner Full Finger Gloves - Large

Designed with Certified Hand Therapists & evaluated with individuals who suffer from chronic
hand ailments. Great for sufferers of arthritis, as well as post-surgical patients experiencing
hand swelling and other hand related injuries.
All seams are designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb. In addition,
the seams are on the outside of the glove at avoid any pressure points. This is a
therapeutic glove.
Open cuff on the base of the glove provides assistance for putting on and taking off the
glove. Every effort is made to add comfort to its use. This added feature is helpful
especially when hand mobility is impaired.
Lightweight spandex provides even compression throughout the hand to control
swelling. The gloves come in three sizes. This SKU is the Large glove size.
Also good for repetitive motion issues and general hand support to combat fatigue.

ISA25831FULMD

Isotoner Full Finger Gloves - Medium

Designed with Certified Hand Therapists & evaluated with individuals who suffer from chronic
hand ailments. Great for sufferers of arthritis, as well as post-surgical patients experiencing
hand swelling and other hand related injuries.
All seams are designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb. In addition,
the seams are on the outside of the glove at avoid any pressure points. This is a
therapeutic glove.
Open cuff on the base of the glove provides assistance for putting on and taking off the
glove. Every effort is made to add comfort to its use. This added feature is helpful
especially when hand mobility is impaired.
Lightweight spandex provides even compression throughout the hand to control
swelling. The gloves come in three sizes. This SKU is the Medium glove size.
Also good for repetitive motion issues and general hand support to combat fatigue.

ISA25831FULSM

Isotoner Full Finger Gloves - Small

Designed with Certified Hand Therapists & evaluated with individuals who suffer from chronic
hand ailments. Great for sufferers of arthritis, as well as post-surgical patients experiencing
hand swelling and other hand related injuries.
All seams are designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb. In addition,
the seams are on the outside of the glove at avoid any pressure points. This is a
therapeutic glove.
Open cuff on the base of the glove provides assistance for putting on and taking off the
glove. Every effort is made to add comfort to its use. This added feature is helpful
especially when hand mobility is impaired.
Lightweight spandex provides even compression throughout the hand to control
swelling. The gloves come in three sizes. This SKU is the Small glove size.
Also good for repetitive motion issues and general hand support to combat fatigue.
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LL11D-2P

Luxury Living Bumps Be-Gone Extra Long (8-pack)

Extra long adjustable hangers designed for hanging larger garments such as extra wide v-necks
and plus size clothing. They allow you to hang such garments without getting those dreaded
shoulder bumps that normally happen from using regular hanger.
Extra long hangers specifically designed for tall men shirts, extra wide v-necks and plus
size clothing
Soft, round design prevents shoulder bumps
Air drying clothes saves time, money and energy
Allows air to circulate for faster drying time

LL12D-2P

Luxury Living Bumps Be-Gone Hangers (8-pack)

Dump the Bumps! Enjoy the freedom of hanging shirts and sweaters without getting those
dreaded shoulder bumps that normally happen from using wire or plastic hangers. No more
ironing unsightly marks and redoing laundry.
Soft, round design prevents shoulder bumps
Adjustable arms can fit small to large shirts
Air drying clothes saves time, money and energy
Allows air to circulate for faster drying time

LL13D-2P

Luxury Living Bumps Be-Gone Hangers (20-pack)

Dump the Bumps! Enjoy the freedom of hanging shirts and sweaters without getting those
dreaded shoulder bumps that normally happen from using wire or plastic hangers. No more
ironing unsightly marks and redoing laundry.
Soft, round design prevents shoulder bumps
Adjustable arms can fit small to large shirts
Air drying clothes saves time, money and energy
Allows air to circulate for faster drying time

LL14D-2P

Luxury Living Bumps Be-Gone Hangers (12-pack)

Dump the Bumps! Enjoy the freedom of hanging shirts and sweaters without getting those
dreaded shoulder bumps that normally happen from using wire or plastic hangers. No more
ironing unsightly marks and redoing laundry.
Soft, round design prevents shoulder bumps
Adjustable arms can fit small to large shirts
Air drying clothes saves time, money and energy
Allows air to circulate for faster drying time
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LL15D

Luxury Living Park-a-Purse Organizer

Cardboard organizer is designed to sit on closet shelf so it won’t take away from valuable
clothing space. Ten cubbies vary in size keeping small to large handbags clutter-free and tanglefree.
Assembled 21"H x 33"W x 12"D cardboad organizer is designed to fit on standard closet
shelving and wire racks
Does not hang in closets and take away valuable clothing space.
Keeps handbags upright for simple viewing
Prevents purses from getting tangled, scratched or crushed.

LL80D

Luxury Living Deluxe Park-a-Purse Organizer

This unique 10 cubby organizer with T-Connectors has adjustable and removable panels to fit
small to large handbags, even totes and purses with tall handles. T-Connectors allow panels to
slide back and forth to adjust the openings to fit any size handbag.
Specifically designed to sit on standard closet shelving or wire racks so it won't take away
from valuable clothing space. The universal connectors allow you to custom design a
variety of layouts to fit your space and even build on top or extend the side
Adjustable & removable panels, ideal for placing on closet self, and keeps handbags
upright for easy viewing.
Heavy duty plastic construction, makes changing purses fast, easy and convenient.
Cubby doors available; sold separately in 4-pack (LL81DD)

LL81DD

Luxury Living Deluxe Park-a-Purse Doors (4pk)

Keep your handbags inside the Park-a-Purse Modular Organizer dust-free with the 4/pk doors.
The door frame is zinc coated metal with see-thru plastic inside the frame.

Each door includes an easy open & close knob and connects to the front of the Park-aPurse Modular Organizer by inserting the metal rod into the connectors.
The doors can be placed in 6 different arrangements on the Park-a-Purse Modular
Organizer depending upon where you would like the doors located.

LL82D

Modular Shoe Organizer

This unique Modular shoe organizer has adjustable and removable panels to fit up to 22 pairs
of shoes. Panels can be moved up or down to adjust the openings to fit a variety of styles.
Designed to sit on standard closet shelving.
Assembled size: 36.5"L x 13.5"W x 22.25"H
The universal connectors allow you to custom design a variety of layouts to fit your
space; even build on top or extend the sides when you buy more than one.
Designed to attach to Park-a-Purse modular organizer (not included). This will allow
convenient storage of shoes and purses.
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MG15019-10

Diabetic Socks, White, Lg - XLg

Medicore diabetic socks offer unique features to assist with circulation, neuropathy, skin
texture and pressure points issues associated with diabetes.

Flat toe seam to protect against blisters and chafing. Anatomically shaped left and right
foot designs for maximum comfort. Ankle and Instep comfort elastic band for
stabilization.
Adjusting wide cuff for flexible comfort. Top foot-guard for all around cushioning. Side
air conditioning pockets ventilates for fast drying.
NanoGlide© fiber to reduce friction, chafing and perspiration build-up. Copper CuTEC©
fiber to deter fungal and abcterial growth and promote skin wellness.
S-M; Women's 6.5 - 9,5 and Men's 5 - 8. M-L; Women's 10 - 12 and Men's 9 - 10.5. L-XL;
Men's 11 - 14

MG15019-90

Diabetic Socks, Black, Lg - XLg

Medicore diabetic socks offer unique features to assist with circulation, neuropathy, skin
texture and pressure points issues associated with diabetes.

Flat toe seam to protect against blisters and chafing. Anatomically shaped left and right
foot designs for maximum comfort. Ankle and Instep comfort elastic band for
stabilization.
Adjusting wide cuff for flexible comfort. Top foot-guard for all around cushioning. Side
air conditioning pockets ventilates for fast drying.
NanoGlide© fiber to reduce friction, chafing and perspiration build-up. Copper CuTEC©
fiber to deter fungal and abcterial growth and promote skin wellness.
S-M; Women's 6.5 - 9,5 and Men's 5 - 8. M-L; Women's 10 - 12 and Men's 9 - 10.5. L-XL;
Men's 11 - 14

MG17017-10

Compression Socks, White, Sm - Med

Medicore compression hosiery provides graduated pressure from the foot up to the calf, which
aids in preventing swelling in the lower extremity due to fluid retention.

Medicore compression hosiery is great for anyone working on their feet, running,
traveling long distances by road or airline, in addition to anyone predisposed to fluid
retention.
Flat toe seam, Anatomically shaped left and right foot designs, Graduated compression
zones from 18mmHG at the Achilles tendon and ankle to 14mmHG at the upper area.
NanoGlide© fiber to reduce friction, chafing and perspiration build-up. Copper CuTEC©
fiber to deter fungal and abcterial growth and promote skin wellness.
S-M; Women's 6.5 - 9,5 and Men's 5 - 8. M-L; Women's 10 - 12 and Men's 9 - 10.5. L-XL;
Men's 11 - 14
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MG17017-90

Compression Socks, Black, Sm - Med

Medicore compression hosiery provides graduated pressure from the foot up to the calf, which
aids in preventing swelling in the lower extremity due to fluid retention.

Medicore compression hosiery is great for anyone working on their feet, running,
traveling long distances by road or airline, in addition to anyone predisposed to fluid
retention.
Flat toe seam, Anatomically shaped left and right foot designs, Graduated compression
zones from 18mmHG at the Achilles tendon and ankle to 14mmHG at the upper area.
NanoGlide© fiber to reduce friction, chafing and perspiration build-up. Copper CuTEC©
fiber to deter fungal and abcterial growth and promote skin wellness.
S-M; Women's 6.5 - 9,5 and Men's 5 - 8. M-L; Women's 10 - 12 and Men's 9 - 10.5. L-XL;
Men's 11 - 14

MG17018-10

Compression Socks, White, Med - Lg

Medicore compression hosiery provides graduated pressure from the foot up to the calf, which
aids in preventing swelling in the lower extremity due to fluid retention.

Medicore compression hosiery is great for anyone working on their feet, running,
traveling long distances by road or airline, in addition to anyone predisposed to fluid
retention.
Flat toe seam, Anatomically shaped left and right foot designs, Graduated compression
zones from 18mmHG at the Achilles tendon and ankle to 14mmHG at the upper area.
NanoGlide© fiber to reduce friction, chafing and perspiration build-up. Copper CuTEC©
fiber to deter fungal and abcterial growth and promote skin wellness.
S-M; Women's 6.5 - 9,5 and Men's 5 - 8. M-L; Women's 10 - 12 and Men's 9 - 10.5. L-XL;
Men's 11 - 14

MG17018-90

Compression Socks, Black, Med - Lg

Medicore compression hosiery provides graduated pressure from the foot up to the calf, which
aids in preventing swelling in the lower extremity due to fluid retention.

Medicore compression hosiery is great for anyone working on their feet, running,
traveling long distances by road or airline, in addition to anyone predisposed to fluid
retention.
Flat toe seam, Anatomically shaped left and right foot designs, Graduated compression
zones from 18mmHG at the Achilles tendon and ankle to 14mmHG at the upper area.
NanoGlide© fiber to reduce friction, chafing and perspiration build-up. Copper CuTEC©
fiber to deter fungal and abcterial growth and promote skin wellness.
S-M; Women's 6.5 - 9,5 and Men's 5 - 8. M-L; Women's 10 - 12 and Men's 9 - 10.5. L-XL;
Men's 11 - 14
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MG17019-10

Compression Socks, White, Lg - XLg

Medicore compression hosiery provides graduated pressure from the foot up to the calf, which
aids in preventing swelling in the lower extremity due to fluid retention.

Medicore compression hosiery is great for anyone working on their feet, running,
traveling long distances by road or airline, in addition to anyone predisposed to fluid
retention.
Flat toe seam, Anatomically shaped left and right foot designs, Graduated compression
zones from 18mmHG at the Achilles tendon and ankle to 14mmHG at the upper area.
NanoGlide© fiber to reduce friction, chafing and perspiration build-up. Copper CuTEC©
fiber to deter fungal and abcterial growth and promote skin wellness.
S-M; Women's 6.5 - 9,5 and Men's 5 - 8. M-L; Women's 10 - 12 and Men's 9 - 10.5. L-XL;
Men's 11 - 14

MG17019-90

Compression Socks, Black, Lg - XLg

Medicore compression hosiery provides graduated pressure from the foot up to the calf, which
aids in preventing swelling in the lower extremity due to fluid retention.

Medicore compression hosiery is great for anyone working on their feet, running,
traveling long distances by road or airline, in addition to anyone predisposed to fluid
retention.
Flat toe seam, Anatomically shaped left and right foot designs, Graduated compression
zones from 18mmHG at the Achilles tendon and ankle to 14mmHG at the upper area.
NanoGlide© fiber to reduce friction, chafing and perspiration build-up. Copper CuTEC©
fiber to deter fungal and abcterial growth and promote skin wellness.
S-M; Women's 6.5 - 9,5 and Men's 5 - 8. M-L; Women's 10 - 12 and Men's 9 - 10.5. L-XL;
Men's 11 - 14

NU1000RMD

Nufoot Slippers, Red MD

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable
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NU1001RLG

Nufoot Slippers, Red LG

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable

NU1003BLG

Nufoot Slippers, Black LG

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable

NU1008PMD

Nufoot Slippers, Pink MD

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable

NU1009PLG

Nufoot Slippers, Pink LG

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable
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NU1110RXLG

Nufoot Slippers, Red XLG

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable

NU1111BXLG

Nufoot Slippers, Black XLG

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable

NU1113PXLG

Nufoot Slippers, Pink XLG

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable

NU1129LMD

Nufoot Slippers, Leopard MD

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable
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NU1130LLG

Nufoot Slippers, Leopard LG

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable

NU1131LXLG

Nufoot Slippers, Leopard XLG

Revolutionizing indoor footwear, water resistant and skid resistant soles provides an attractive,
sporty, and versatile protection for your feet. Use anywhere, home, travel, yoga, or play.

Anti-microbial and breathable, use your Nufoot in the gym shower, going through airport
security, or while lounging around the house.
Works on all indoor surfaces. Four way stretch material accommodates all feet shapes
and sizes.
Machine washable

PE-041

Knork Four Pack - Fork with Cutting Capability

The KNORK is designed with honed sides that will cut food with gently rocking motion. The
KNORK is a combination of a knife and fork. Looks like a regular fork, but has unique combined
fork/knife capability. Pack of 4.
Especially designed to assist anyone with limited mobility.
Allows people to eat with one hand; cutting and picking up food with ease.
Regular looking fork with unique features.

PE-045

Knork in Travel Tube - Fork with Cutting Capability

The KNORK is designed with honed sides that will cut food with gently rocking motion. The
KNORK is a combination of a knife and fork. Looks like a regular fork and comes with carrying
tube for travel.
Especially designed to assist anyone with limited mobility.
Allows people to eat with one hand; cutting and picking up food with ease.
Regular looking fork with unique features.
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R1023

Wheelchair Wheel Pouch

Large outer pouch carries reading materials, clothing articles and personal items. Inner pouch
secures cell phones, remotes and valuables in any of the three secure pouches.

Quilted, machine washable fabric attaches to most any wheelchair with secure hook and
loop fasteners.

R1067

Sure Suction Tub & Shower Bar, 12"

Sure suction tub and shower assists. Allows the user to enter a wet and slippery tub or shower
safely and with confidence. Flip-up easy release tabs for easy installation and removal. 12"
long .

R1126

Safe-er-Grip Swivel, 26"

Multi-positional "swivel" feature offers a wide range of positioning options. Allows the user to
enter a wet and slippery tub or shower safely and with confidence.

Flip-up easy release tabs for easy installation and removal.
NOTE: Units designed as a balancing assist, not for body weight.

R1130-18

Ergonomic Reacher, 18"

18" long reacher; lightweight and easy to use ergonomic handle. Claw rotates 360 degrees
with 3-1/2" opening. Magnet on handle to pick up smaller objects.

Length: 18"
Claw rotates 360 degress with 3.5" opening.
Magnet on handle to pick up smaller objects.
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R1130-27

Ergonomic Reacher, 27"

27" long reacher; lightweight and easy to use ergonomic handle. Claw rotates 360 degrees
with 3-1/2" opening. Magnet on handle to pick up smaller objects.

Length: 27"
Claw rotates 360 degrees with 3.5" opening.
Magnet on handle to pick up smaller objects.

R1140

Grip Alert-Alert System & Suction Assist Bar

Use for assistance, stability, and alerting a loved one when and where assistance is needed.
Touch the red Alert button to activate Alarm. Audible signal is loud enough for caregiver to
hear outside of the bathroom.
Can be used as a portable alert. With 17" neck lanyard. Removes easily from the Grip
Alert assist bar providing just one touch to seek assistance, anywhere in the home.
Totally water resistant. (3AAA Batteries not included).
Note: This unit is designed as a balance assist. not for body weight.

R1167

Sure Suction Tub & Shower Bar, 16"

Sure suction tub and shower assists. Allows the user to enter a wet and slippery tub or shower
safely and with confidence.

Flip-up easy release tabs for easy installation and removal; 16" long.
NOTE: Units designed as a balancing assist, not for body weight.

R2021

Deluxe Folding Reacher

Extend your reach nearly 3 feet! Lightweight/Durable Construction; super suction cups on
gripping fingers to hold items firmly. Folds in half for easy storage; trigger locking mechanism.

Extend your reach nearly 3 feet! Lightweight/Durable Construction; super suction cups
on gripping fingers to hold items firmly. Folds in half for easy storage; trigger locking
mechanism.
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R2025-26

Deluxe Aluminium Reacher, 26"

Aluminum reacher, 26" in length, with easy grip plastic handle. Lightweight aluminum shaft for
easy handling and magnetic tip for picking up metal items.

Aluminum reacher, 26" in length, with easy grip plastic handle. Lightweight aluminum
shaft for easy handling and magnetic tip for picking up metal items.

R2025-32

Deluxe Aluminium Reacher, 32"

Aluminum reacher, 32" in length, with easy grip plastic handle. Lightweight aluminum shaft for
easy handling and magnetic tip for picking up metal items.

Aluminum reacher, 32" in length, with easy grip plastic handle. Lightweight aluminum
shaft for easy handling and magnetic tip for picking up metal items.

R2107

EZ-Grip Bed Rail Support

Easy to use - in and out of bed. Slips between box spring and mattress. Adjusts from 34" to
45" long - Height adjust from 31" to 37". Easy padded grip handle - 20" wide. Tool free
assembly. Powder-coated steel. Fits any size bed.
Easy to use - in and out of bed. Slips between box spring and mattress. Adjusts from 34"
to 45" long - Height adjust from 31" to 37". Easy padded grip handle - 20" wide. Tool
free assembly. Powder-coated steel. Fits any size bed.

R3041

Universal No-Bend Stocking & Sock Aid

Rounded edges to prevent snags. Built in hinges. Easy glide strips to help your foot slide into
sock or stocking. Built in shoe horn.

Rounded edges to prevent snags. Built in hinges. Easy glide strips to help your foot slide
into sock or stocking. Built in shoe horn.
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R3046

Unisex Portalbe Urinal

Unbreakable polyurethane. Ideal for bedridden, handicapped and traveling. Screw-tight lid
and female spill-proof adapter. Holds 28 oz. - 10"long

Unbreakable polyurethane. Ideal for bedridden, handicapped and traveling. Screw-tight
lid and female spill-proof adapter. Holds 28 oz. - 10"long

R3048

Adjustable Blanket Support

Attractive lightweight aluminum, bronze finish. Support frame adjusts up to 23". Base inserts
between box spring and mattress.

Attractive lightweight aluminum, bronze finish. Support frame adjusts up to 23". Base
inserts between box spring and mattress.

R3052

Premium Molded Stocking Aid

Unique design holds easily. Inside nylon reduces friction. Outside terrycloth holds easily. Two
long loop handles to pull on socks. Hand washable.

Unique design holds easily. Inside nylon reduces friction. Outside terrycloth holds easily.
Two long loop handles to pull on socks. Hand washable.

R3063

Deluxe Knee Pillow

The deluxe knee pillow restores natural body alignment by adding a space between your legs
when you are laying down and aligning your hips for a natural resting posture. This molded
contour design helps reduce stress on hips, knees and ankles.
Molded contour pilow is 10" x 8" x 5.5"
Comes with a removable, washable polyester cotton cover
Helps increase circulation in legs and feet.
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R3065-10

Ortho Knee Wedge, 10" high

Navy washable zippered cover. Elevates legs comfortably. Promotes circulation to legs. Helps
to flatten lower spine to reduce lower back discomfort. Ample size for comfort 10" high x 20" x
30.5"
Navy washable zippered cover. Elevates legs comfortably. Promotes circulation to legs.
Helps to flatten lower spine to reduce lower back discomfort. Ample size for comfort 10"
high x 20" x 30.5"

R3065-8

Ortho Knee Wedge, 8" high

Navy washable zippered cover. Elevates legs comfortably. Promotes circulation to legs. Helps
to flatten lower spine to reduce lower back discomfort. Ample size for comfort 8" x 20" x 25"

Navy washable zippered cover. Elevates legs comfortably. Promotes circulation to legs.
Helps to flatten lower spine to reduce lower back discomfort. Ample size for comfort 8" x
20" x 25"

R3066

Convoluted Foam Bed Wedge

The perfect option for head, foot, or leg elevation. Made with convoluted foam for improved
ventilation.

Size: 10" x 24" x 24"
White zippered washable cover.
Foam meets CAL 117 requirements
Made in the USA.

R3067

Bed Wedge with Pocket, 7" high

Perfect for head, foot or leg elevation. White zippered washable cover with sewn pocket holds
TV remote, T.V. guides, magazines and more. Foam meets CAL. 117 requirements. Also
includes an easy carry plastic zippered bag for travel or storage.
Size: 20" x 20" x 7"
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R3068

Bed Wedge with Pocket, 10" high

Perfect for head, foot or leg elevation. White zippered washable cover with sewn pocket holds
TV remote, T.V. guides, magazines and more. Foam meets CAL. 117 requirements. Also
includes an easy carry plastic zippered bag for travel or storage.
Size; 20" x 20" x 10"

R3068FB

Bed Wedge with Pocket, 10" high, fleece top

Perfect for head, foot or leg elevation. Blue zippered washable cover with fleece top and sewn
pocket holds TV remote, T.V. guides, magazines and more. Foam meets CAL. 117
requirements. Also includes plastic zippered carry bag for travel and storage.
Size: 24" x 24" x 10"

R3068SS

Space Saver Wedge with Pocket, 10" high

Perfect for head, foot or leg elevation. White zippered washable cover with sewn pocket holds
TV remote, T.V. guides, magazines and more. Foam meets CAL. 117 requirements.

Perfect for head, foot or leg elevation. White zippered washable cover with sewn pocket
holds TV remote, T.V. guides, magazines and more. Foam meets CAL. 117 requirements.
10"x20"x20"

R3069

Bed Wedge with Pocket, 12" high

Perfect for head, foot or leg elevation. White zippered washable cover with sewn pocket holds
TV remote, T.V. guides, magazines and more. Foam meets CAL. 117 requirements. Also
includes an easy carry plastic zippered bag for travel or storage.
Perfect for head, foot or leg elevation. White zippered washable cover with sewn pocket
holds TV remote, T.V. guides, magazines and more. Foam meets CAL. 117 requirements.
Also includes an easy carry plastic zippered bag for travel or storage.
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R3071

Elevating Leg Rest

Unique design for knee elevation. For treatment of phlebitis, varicose veins or tired legs. Helps
to flatten lower spine to reduce lower back pain. Washable blue denim cover. 17" x 10" 7"

Unique design for knee elevation. For treatment of phlebitis, varicose veins or tired legs.
Helps to flatten lower spine to reduce lower back pain. Washable blue denim cover. 17"
x 10" 7"

R3115

Easy Slider Shoehorn

The coated surface makes it easy for the foot to slide into the shoe, and the textured grip
handle is easy to grasp. Coated steel.

The coated surface makes it easy for the foot to slide into the shoe, and the textured grip
handle is easy to grasp. Coated steel.
24 inches long

R3148

Easy Pull Hosiery Aid

Unique design can be used for compression hosiery, socks, panty hose, etc. Place hosiery over
contour column and insert foot - pull up on handles. Sturdy, smooth plastic coating over steel.

R3169

Comfort Bed Wedge

Comfort bed wedge is a graduated wedge that raises to a 5" elevation. It is great for sleeping a
slightly elevated position to help relieve Acid Reflux, Snoring, Sleep Apnea and Ingestion.
Polyurethane foam with removable, quilted poly/cotton cover.
Bed wedge is 32" long and 26" wide with a slanted surface raising to 5" high.
Machine washable, white removable quilted poly/cotton cover.
Made in USA
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R3178

Prostate Cushion

Prostate cushion is uniquely constructed to relieve pressure on the perineal area. This cushion
provides comfort plus relief. Sized at a comfortable 16" x 18" x 3". Firm hi-density foam with
washable brush navy blue cover.

R3179

Seat Cushion - Invalid Ring

This seat cushion is perfect for people who have discomfort when sitting. The cushion is 16" x
18" x 3" with an elongated 7" x 4" cutout in the center. Firm Hi-density foam with poly/cotton
washable brushed navy blue cover.
Large seating surface with elongated cutout in the center to relieve seating pressure.
Hi-density foam with poly/cotton brushed navy blue cover.
Size: 16" x 18" x 3"
Made in USA

R3998G

Wheelchair Cushion with Fleece Top

Gel and foam construction provide perfect weight distribution for maximum comfort while you
sit. Idea positioner and skin protection. Two layers of foam with a layer of gel in the center.
Navy blue washable cover with fleece top.
Size 16" x 18" x 3.5" deep.

R3998XL

Bariatric Gel Wheelchair Cushion with Fleece Top

Gel and foam construction provide perfect weight distribution for maximum comfort while you
sit. Firm foam an gel support along with a sturdy fabric washable cover with a fleece top.

Cushion size is 16"x22"x3.5"
Ideal positioning and skin protection with two 1.5" foam layers (bottom firm top soft
layer) that sandwich a gel center layer.
Meets Cal#117 requirements
Madein the USA.
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R4001

Sloping Coccyx Cushion

Cushion slopes 2" to helps promote proper posture. Coccyx design removes pressure from
coccyx area. Removable, washable navy poly/cotton cover. Size: 16" x 18" x 3" to 1"

Design removes pressure from coccyx area
Slopes 2" to promote proper posture.
Removable washable navy polycotton cover
Size: 16" x 18" x 3"to 1"

R4005

Coccyx Seat Cushion

Unique design helps relief pressure on Coccyx Bone. Removable, washable navy cover
polyester / cotton cover. 100% foam construction for total comfort. Size 18" x 16" x 3"

Unique design helps relief pressure on Coccyx Bone. Removable, washable navy cover
polyester / cotton cover. 100% foam construction for total comfort.

R4005G

Coccyx Seat Cushion with Gelpad and Fleece Top

Coccyx Gel Seat Cushion with 3" thick high density foam with gel pad in center and fleece top.
Cut-out relieves pressure on spine and reduces pressure on tail bone. Washable, navy cover
with fleece top. Cushion size 16" x 18" x 3".
large size cushion with 3" high density foam and gel center pad.
Cut-out relieves pressure on spine and tailbone with fleece top for added comfort.
Washable navy cover with fleece top
Cushion size 16" x 18" x 3"

R4005GB

Bariatric Coccyx Gel Seat Cushion with Fleece Top

Cut-out relieves pressure on spine. 3" high density foam with gel pad in center. Reduces
pressure on tail bone and spine. Washable, navy cover with fleece top.

Cut out relieves pressure on spine
Washable, navy cover with fleece top
16"x20"x3.5"
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R4101C

Sloping Travel Coccyx Cushion, Camel

3" U-shaped opening provides pressure relief for the coccyx tailbone area to help relieve lower
back pain. Constructed of highly resilient polyurethane foam for maximum comfort and
durability.
Features a machine-washable, zippered cover with built in carry handle. Foam meets
CAL #117 requirements

R4101N

Sloping Travel Coccyx Cushion, Navy

3" U-shaped opening provides pressure relief for the coccyx tailbone area to help relieve lower
back pain. Constructed of highly resilient polyurethane foam for maximum comfort and
durability.
Features a machine-washable, zippered cover with built in carry handle. Foam meets
CAL #117 requirements.

R4102N

Sloping Travel Cushion

Sloping travel cushion, constructed of highly resilient polyurethane foam for maximum comfort
and durability. Features a machine-washable, zippered cover, with a built-in carry handle.

Size 15" x 14" x 3"-1.5"
Washable Navy Cover
Polyurethane foam construction for maximum comfort
Meets CAL #117 requirements

R4130

Soft Swivel Seat Cushion

Unique design enables easy transfer in and out of automobile. Soft, comfortable top surface;
anti-slip material on bottom. Conforms to any car seat. 16" diameter -2 part cushion. Weight
bearing up to 350 lbs. Lightweight, portable. Cover in Navy
Unique design enables easy transfer in and out of automobile. Soft, comfortable top
surface; anti-slip material on bottom. Conforms to any car seat. 16" diamete -2 part
cushion. Weight bearing up to 350 lbs. Lightweight, portable. Cover in Navy
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R5003

Water Proof Bed Sheet

Total comfort and absorbancy. Super absorbent pad (34" x 36") with tuck-tails to hold pad in
place. Fits full size beds with 20" tails on each side. Machine wash and dry. Three layer pad
with polyester soaker and water proof bottom.
Total comfort and absorbancy. Super absorbent pad (34" x 36") with tuck-tails to hold
pad in place. Fits full size beds with 20" tails on each side. Machine wash and dry. Three
layer pad with polyester soaker and water proof bottom.

SC101CB

Diabetic Socks 3-pack Crew Black (10-13)

Soft, luxurious hand feel, non-binding top, extra width in calf, antimicrobial treatment,
moisture wicking, smooth toe seam. For circulation problems, sensitive feet, edema or
diabetes. Healthy Feet 'R Happy Feet! Made in the USA.
Ideal for symptoms of: Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet,
Excessive Perspiration. Made with 89% cotton.
Available in both crew and ankle, White Khaki, Navy, Black, Brown, and luscious pastels
and brites.
Machine washable.
Moisture Wicking.

SC101CK

Diabetic Socks 3-pack Crew Khaki (10-13)

Soft, luxurious hand feel, non-binding top, extra width in calf, antimicrobial treatment,
moisture wicking, smooth toe seam. For circulation problems, sensitive feet, edema or
diabetes. Healthy Feet 'R Happy Feet! Made in the USA.
Ideal for symptoms of: Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet,
Excessive Perspiration. Made with 89% cotton.
Available in both crew and ankle, White Khaki, Navy, Black, Brown, and luscious pastels
and brites.
Machine washable.
Moisture Wicking.

SC101CW

Diabetic Socks 3-pack Crew White (10-13)

Soft, luxurious hand feel, non-binding top, extra width in calf, antimicrobial treatment,
moisture wicking, smooth toe seam. For circulation problems, sensitive feet, edema or
diabetes. Healthy Feet 'R Happy Feet! Made in the USA.
Ideal for symptoms of: Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet,
Excessive Perspiration. Made with 89% cotton.
Available in both crew and ankle, White Khaki, Navy, Black, Brown, and luscious pastels
and brites.
Machine washable.
Moisture Wicking.
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SC900CBLUE

Diabetic Socks 2-pack Qtr Blue/Wht (9-11)

Soft, luxurious hand feel, non-binding top, extra width in calf, antimicrobial treatment,
moisture wicking, smooth toe seam. For circulation problems, sensitive feet, edema or
diabetes. Healthy Feet 'R Happy Feet! Made in the USA.
Ideal for symptoms of: Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet,
Excessive Perspiration. Made with 89% cotton.
Available in both crew and ankle, White Khaki, Navy, Black, Brown, and luscious pastels
and brites.
Machine washable.
Moisture Wicking.

SC900CL

Diabetic Socks 2-pack Qtr Lav/Wht (9-11)

Soft, luxurious hand feel, non-binding top, extra width in calf, antimicrobial treatment,
moisture wicking, smooth toe seam. For circulation problems, sensitive feet, edema or
diabetes. Healthy Feet 'R Happy Feet! Made in the USA.
Ideal for symptoms of: Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet,
Excessive Perspiration. Made with 89% cotton.
Available in both crew and ankle, White Khaki, Navy, Black, Brown, and luscious pastels
and brites.
Machine washable.
Moisture Wicking.

SC900CP

Diabetic Socks 2-pack Qtr Pink/White (9-11)

Soft, luxurious hand feel, non-binding top, extra width in calf, antimicrobial treatment,
moisture wicking, smooth toe seam. For circulation problems, sensitive feet, edema or
diabetes. Healthy Feet 'R Happy Feet! Made in the USA.
Ideal for symptoms of: Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet,
Excessive Perspiration. Made with 89% cotton.
Available in both crew and ankle, White Khaki, Navy, Black, Brown, and luscious pastels
and brites.
Machine washable.
Moisture Wicking.
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SC900CY

Diabetic Socks 2-pack Qtr Yellow/Wht (9-11)

Soft, luxurious hand feel, non-binding top, extra width in calf, antimicrobial treatment,
moisture wicking, smooth toe seam. For circulation problems, sensitive feet, edema or
diabetes. Healthy Feet 'R Happy Feet! Made in the USA.
Ideal for symptoms of: Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet,
Excessive Perspiration. Made with 89% cotton.
Available in both crew and ankle, White Khaki, Navy, Black, Brown, and luscious pastels
and brites.
Machine washable.
Moisture Wicking.

SC901CB

Diabetic Socks 3-pack Crew Black (9-11)

Soft, luxurious hand feel, non-binding top, extra width in calf, antimicrobial treatment,
moisture wicking, smooth toe seam. For circulation problems, sensitive feet, edema or
diabetes. Healthy Feet 'R Happy Feet! Made in the USA.
Ideal for symptoms of: Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet,
Excessive Perspiration. Made with 89% cotton.
Available in both crew and ankle, White Khaki, Navy, Black, Brown, and luscious pastels
and brites.
Machine washable.
Moisture Wicking.

SC901CK

Diabetic Socks 3-pack Crew Khaki (9-11)

Soft, luxurious hand feel, non-binding top, extra width in calf, antimicrobial treatment,
moisture wicking, smooth toe seam. For circulation problems, sensitive feet, edema or
diabetes. Healthy Feet 'R Happy Feet! Made in the USA.
Ideal for symptoms of: Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet,
Excessive Perspiration. Made with 89% cotton.
Available in both crew and ankle, White Khaki, Navy, Black, Brown, and luscious pastels
and brites.
Machine washable.
Moisture Wicking.
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SC901CW

Diabetic Socks 3-pack Crew White (9-11)

Soft, luxurious hand feel, non-binding top, extra width in calf, antimicrobial treatment,
moisture wicking, smooth toe seam. For circulation problems, sensitive feet, edema or
diabetes. Healthy Feet 'R Happy Feet! Made in the USA.
Ideal for symptoms of: Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet,
Excessive Perspiration. Made with 89% cotton.
Available in both crew and ankle, White Khaki, Navy, Black, Brown, and luscious pastels
and brites.
Machine washable.
Moisture Wicking.

STSR01

Squeeze Reliever, Compression Therapy Massager

Compression massager has adjustable air pillows with vibration feature that provides a gentle
massage for temporary pain relief due to arthritis, carpal tunnel, fibromyalgia and general sore
muscles in your hands, arms or feet.
Adjustable air pressure, vibrating speed and pillow gap customizes the massage effect to
the exact users needs.
Temporary non-drug pain relief of arthritic hands and feet, carpal tunnel syndrome,
fibromyalgia symptoms, sore hands/feet/muscles and tennis elbow.
Lightweight, portable, fits into carry-on luggage for travel.
Comes with an AC adapter and/or uses 4 - AA batteries.

SYN14004

SynaGreen Silver Odor & Stain Remover

SynaGreen Silver is specifically formulated for Senior Citizens with Incontinence. Use Silver to
eliminate odors and stains associated with incontinence leaks, urine, smoke, feces, vomit,
sweat, saliva and food wastes. Gentle cleaner of organic stains.
Non-Toxic, Biodegradable and safe for all users.
Most powerful enzyme solution on the market
Use on car seats, matresses, clothing, furniture for spilled food, spit-up and leaky briefs.
Use on ALL Incontinence Odor Problems

WDDAW01

Aerowalker Foot Exerciser Therapy Device

Aerowalkers have been designed to help in the following conditions: sports injuries, foot
injuries, deep vein thrombosis (D.V.T.), poor circulation, pins and needles, lack of sensation,
Oedema of feet and legs, post fracture muscle recuperation, and devel
The gentle rocking of your feet massages them and pumps blood up your legs.
he Aerowalkers are worn like slippers and used while seated.
Rocking motion moves air between fore & aft chambers causing massaging action.
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WH01

Dr. Nordyke's Wound Honey

Wound Honey with Manuka Honey for infections, burns, cuts and scares. All-natural antibacterial honey blend that promotes healing, diminishes infection risk and reduces scarring.
Use liberally on any wounds, burns or scratches. 2-pack bundle.
100% Natural; intended for topical application only.
New Zealand Manuka Honey, Aloe Vera, Panthenol. Sterilized.
Gently wash area with water or saline. Let dry; apply light layer; cover with non-stick
bandage. Repeat twice daily.
This is a two (2) tube offer.
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